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Abstract : Automatic document summarization aims at creating a shorter version of one or more
documents to help users digest large amounts of information more easily by highlighting the most
relevant material. Unsupervised methods are among the most suitable for this task since they do not
require prior human intervention for condensing information. Therefore, this article provides a detailed
analysis of the progress of unsupervised methods applied to document summarization, offering a better
comprehension of the underlying fundamental principles that drive these approaches. With this goal in
mind, this review addresses several important aspects. First it gives an overview of the field, with the
related concepts, methods, and scenarios that allow an understanding of their context of application,
their evaluation and their evolution over time. It also provides a new typology of analysis, clarifying the
link between the task of document summarization and the definition of relevance, as seen in information
theory, and how it influences the very construction of various systems. In-depth reflections are made
on the relationship between certain contextual factors such as purpose and audience, and how they not
only affect relevance, and thus the way important material is selected, but also ultimately influence the
summarization task and its evaluation. Finally, we provide recommendations and research directions
for integrating these insights into the field of automatic document summarization.

Keywords : Natural Language Processing, automatic document summarization, relevance, novelty,
literature review

Résumé : Le résumé automatique de document a pour but de créer une version réduite d’un ensem-
ble de textes pour aider des utilisateurs à mieux assimiler l’information pertinente contenue dans ces
derniers. Les méthodes non supervisées sont parmi les méthodes les plus appropriées pour effectuer
cette tâche puisqu’elles ne nécessitent pas d’étiquetage humain a priori pour condenser l’information.
Cet article propose une revue de littérature détaillée de ces approches appliquées au résumé de docu-
ment, octroyant alors une meilleure compréhension de leurs mécanismes et des principes fondamentaux
sous-jacents. Cette analyse traite donc de plusieurs aspects importants. Tout d’abord elle offre une vue
globale du domaine permettant d’expliquer certains contextes d’application, l’évaluation et l’évolution
des approches non supervisées. Elle fournit une nouvelle typologie de classification des méthodes,
clarifiant ainsi le lien entre la tâche du résumé de document et certains facteurs contextuels tels que
l’intention et l’audience. Cela met particulièrement en avant comment ces facteurs influencent la notion
de pertinence et la manière dont l’information est sélectionnée par un algorithme pour non seulement
former le résumé, mais aussi mesurer sa performance. Résultant de ce travail, une discussion sur les
ressemblances profondes entre les différentes méthodes et les limites qui leur sont reliées nous permet de
proposer différentes recommandations et des pistes de recherche future afin d’intégrer les observations
que nous avons réalisées.

Mots clés : Traitement du langage naturel, résumé automatique de documents, pertinence, nou-
veauté, revue de littérature
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In April 2023, there were 5.18 billion internet users and 4.8 billion social media users.1 This quantity

of people on the web generates an enormous volume of content particularly textual data. To give a few

examples, in 2022 there was an online production of 16 million messages, 231 million emails, or 350

thousand tweets per minute.2 If we look over a longer period, we can then account for 2 trillion posts

shared and, of course, collected on a platform such as Facebook.3 The wide-scale digitization of classic

communication structures allows people and companies to publish more content in different formats

and intended for different audiences. Social networks, corporate blogs and web pages, online news

media, books, scientific literature, customer opinions, and finally email communications are all part

of the phenomenon of information digitization. The volume and variety of text data available on the

internet becomes unmatched by any other source. Moreover, its complementarity with more traditional

structured data makes it an extremely valuable medium for companies and their analysts to understand

better their economic environment, their consumers, and improve their decision-making [82]. In the

finance and banking domain, we can take the example of the Net Promoter Score, which is one of the

most used indicators to appreciate a customer’s experience and compare institution efficiency [191].

The score is provided on a scale of 1 to 5 describing whether a client would recommend the enterprise

to these friends; it is also composed of a comment which details the reason for the grade. Once

analyzed, this knowledge completes standard evaluations by better understanding customers’ voice

and thus improving the products and services offered. However, in this case as in many others, the

sheer quantity of documents available makes it difficult to access relevant information easily. This has

given rise to increased interest in forms of technology to create overviews so that this textual data

can be utilized effectively, such as information retrieval, question answering, and automatic document

summarization systems.

Automatic text summarization is the process of distilling the information contained in a single or

multiple sources to produce a reduced version of the original material by means of a computer to fulfill

a purpose and meet a specific user need [100, 149]. This process then encompasses a collection of

different tasks that encounter these needs. Single long document, multi-documents, opinion oriented,

aspect-based, or even update summarization are some well-known examples of such diversity. The first

models were introduced in the late ’50s and ’60s and aimed to create abstracts of scientific articles in

chemistry specifically [62, 145]. These first models were predicated on a set of heuristics combining

statistical and linguistic methods to extract the information considered relevant. Increased involvement

in automatic text summarization due to the proliferation of available data on the internet drove the

interest in having concrete common resources and structures to evaluate and analyze the different

approaches in real contexts. The advent of document summarization conferences such as TIPSTER

Text Summarization Evaluation SUMMAC,4 the Document Understanding Conference, DUC,5 or the

Text Analysis Conferences (TAC)6 made it possible to make clean and annotated datasets accessible to

the community. These conferences have been very useful to provide a normalized control framework on

various tasks, and the datasets continue to be improved, enriched, and employed by current researchers

to analyze and compare the performance of their systems. The proliferation of these datasets has

therefore induced emergence of methods grounded in machine learning, and supervised models have

become the most studied techniques in the literature in recent years. Extracting the most relevant

sentences to include in a summary transitions to a binary classification task and researchers have

trained different types of classifiers to solve this problem [13, 47, 118]. Obviously, many machine

learning techniques can be employed and we refer the lecturer to the multiple literature review on

these approaches [90, 105, 142]. Following the success of deep learning systems, several methods were

also developed for both extractive [113] or abstractive summarization [198]. Finally, the breakthrough

of using pre-trained Large Language Models (LLMs) based on transformers architectures such as

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/617136/digital-population-worldwide/
2https://www.statista.com/statistics/195140/new-user-generated-content-uploaded-by-users-per-minute/
3https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-17-amazing-facebook-stats/
4https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/tipster_summac/
5https://duc.nist.gov/
6https://tac.nist.gov/about/index.html

https://www.statista.com/statistics/617136/digital-population-worldwide/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/195140/new-user-generated-content\protect \discretionary {\char \hyphenchar \font }{}{}uploaded-by-users-per-minute/
https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-17-amazing-facebook-stats/
https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/tipster_summac/
https://duc.nist.gov/
https://tac.nist.gov/about/index.html
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BERT [55], or GPT-2 and GPT-3 [188], or T5 [189] have recently allowed to obtain more meaningful

representation with prior knowledge and methods as BART [128] or PEGASUS [240] are now the

state-of-the art tools for abstractive summarization.

Whatever the method employed, it is based on a theoretical background coming from the behav-

ioral study of humans when they must perform such a task. Authors in [97] define summaries in

their work as short statements that abridge the information and reflect the gist of the discourse of

an original document. The authors also explain that different steps are required to establish a good

summary: comprehension, evaluation, condensation, and frequent transformation of ideas. All these

steps, depending on the length of the desired output, become a choice about what the most impor-

tant information in the source document is [97]. The way of approaching summarization copy this

mechanism and is decomposed in three major steps as detailed in [164] in their survey:

1. Comprehension: Systems need to learn a representation of the original texts to fulfill users need.

The representation will imply for example to focus on text representativeness with a graph-based

strategy such as in TextRank [159], or to stress sentence specificity using TFIDF bag of words

vectors [125]

2. Evaluation: Systems must contain a function to evaluate the relevance of text segments to

include in the output. Such function can promote centrality by selecting centroids of clusters

as representative texts such as in MEAD [184]. They can further support diversity in sentence

scoring with maximal marginal relevance approaches [27, 32]

3. Condensation: Systems must tackle the summary generation process. Optimization methods can

impose sentence relevance while constraining summary length [157], and enforcing some linguistic

features [77], or directly maximizing token likelihood [198]

These three steps, which make it possible to characterize all document summary approaches gen-

erally, they do not make it possible to distinguish and understand why certain models will perform

better than others in certain contexts. Indeed, obviously a system producing a general-purpose sum-

mary, even a very good one, cannot respond to all tasks and all user needs [110]. There are therefore

structural factors linked to the task, the data, and the use of summaries which will influence the func-

tioning of document summary systems, and which can be grouped, once again, under three categories

of factors [100]:

• Input factors, which represent the characteristics of the input document(s) and how they should

be represented:

– Specificity—specific or general field: The input document(s) can belong to a field, which

may have a specific content, compared to a more diverse and general case. For example,

news sources often focus on particular events providing answers to unique questions: who,

what, where, when, why [175].

– Genre—Input document(s) can be newspapers, scientific papers, meeting transcripts, opin-

ions, books, and so on. These genres have highly varying formats and grammatical conven-

tions..

– Source size—single or multiple documents: A single summary contains information from

a single document like a book whereas a multiple summary includes the content of a set

of document(s) often assumed to be thematically related such as customer opinions on a

product.

• Output factors, which represent the characteristics of the generation of the final production:

– Derivation—extract or abstract: An extractive summary is a collection of segments of the

original input whereas an abstractive summary is a newly generated piece of text.

– Coherence—fluent or non-fluent: A summary can be understable for humans, following the
rules of coherent discourse structure, or not.
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– Partiality: The summary can represent the main personal opinions and points of view of

the author(s) or it can represent objective and balanced information.

• Context factors or purpose, which refers refer to the relation between input and the output

summary and the assessment of relevant information:

– Audience—generic or specific: A generic summary provides an overview of the input that

covers all themes in it while a specific summary focuses on targeted themes that meet a

defined user’s need.

– Usage—indicative or informative: an informative summary reflects what the source says

about something and describes it while an indicative one allows the user to understand the

topic of the input without knowing its full content.

– Situation or Task: It refers to the context within which the summary is to be used (who by,

what for, and when). A summary for describing customer opinion for a company is different

as an article abstract for a board of review.

All these factors influence the creation of summarization algorithms since they will modify each

stage described previously. To give simple examples of the impact, we can note that the representation

of texts depends on input factors: a system based on the structure of the discourse to embody a

text [152] cannot be applied to characterize multiple short tweets. The evaluation function will be

affected by the user’s needs. Textrank [159] depicts the central topic to inform about the subject

mentioned while a model founded on topic modeling [87] indicates which theme is discussed in the

documents. Finally, generation can be easily influenced by these factors since we can try to maximize

the material coverage via the diversity of the generated sequences or selected sentences.

Humans produce better summaries after being trained to identify in relevant source texts such tex-

tual features as topic sentences, keywords, and repeated ideas [97]. It is therefore normal to notice the

same phenomenon appearing in the summaries used by the automatic text summarization community,

especially for supervised learning. Indeed, in this case the definition of relevance of the information

and purpose become underlying since the operation of the algorithm and the characterization of the

text and the importance of the information is done through the labels provided to the model. How-

ever, when no instructions are specified, the human summaries used, although different, are based on

common properties such as the use of term frequency [166], including named entities, subject-specific

terms, and the non-inclusion of reported facts and figures [86]. Although many distinct instructions

and tasks have been proposed at various conferences such as DUC, NIST, TAC, or other datasets,

authors observe that the purpose or intention of the summary is never stipulated in these tasks [174]

and that the tasks are now always specific since the community was not satisfied with generic sum-

maries. So there is no reason to believe that, regarding these objectives, the human experts producing

those outputs follow their natural tendencies, especially when we know that the most used data in the

literature are news stories that tend to employ events and named entities [74]. This phenomenon thus

establishes an implicit homogenization of summaries format toward specific indicative texts [108, 109].

This is consistent with well-known findings on the issues related to using human gold standards since

it has been demonstrated that, first, human versions still have significant variance in their output [222]

depending on the tacit perception of the purpose of the abstract by the annotators[208]. Second,

another major problem due to the existence of all these various tasks, datasets, and purposes is that

these supervised approaches lack portability and reproducibility [160], creating a monstrous need for

a workforce to train enough models to perform on all these tasks. Finally, the metrics associated

with supervised learning also suffer from bias toward lexical similarity and do not account for fluency

and readability [204], or that they are easy to fool and that one can obtain very good scores without

producing a good summary because they rely highly on a frequency count where greedy methods can

achieve better than a consensus of human experts [208].

Whether for reasons of design flexibility, access to data, portability, or difficulty of evaluation,

unsupervised methods have always been favored for document summarization and still are today with
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the advent of deep learning and LLMs [114]. Moreover, we must remember that the objective of

the summary is to make it easier for humans to digest information; the very idea of data labeling

seems contradictory. The advantage of unsupervised models is therefore to offer researchers and de-

signers the full possibility to choose the encoding of documents, the content evaluation, and the text

generation. In other words, complete control over the 3 steps of creating a summary system. This

also means that researchers must consider all the factors influencing the summary to implement an

effective method. The impact of input factors such as data domain or specificity, and output fac-

tors such as summary derivation are more obvious to characterize and therefore better studied in the

literature [90, 105, 142]. However, they remain superficial factors which may lack clarity to convey

the underlying phenomena that could explain some discrepancies between similar techniques or re-

sults between various techniques. In particular, to complete different tasks the writer of the summary

must create relations between segments in the text but also relate them to their personal knowledge

base and experience [229]. Recognizing that, in most of the current summarization cases the target

is almost always another person, the relation with the recipient’s experience and knowledge should

affect the generation process [98]. These individual attachments thus establish different abstract and

unconscious intentions and purposes in the construction of the summary, impacting the perception

of what significant information is [24]. In the case of unsupervised models, the underlying structure

of the data is used to produce an intermediate representation that links the input document and the

summary. This intermediate structure is depicted by the diverse states that characterize the notion

of information relevance [123]. These general notions of information delineation will therefore also be

influenced by the user’s induced state of knowledge and their intention, and they will deeply affect the

functioning of the model and its performance [180]. Moreover, as it has been presented in [112], lot of

automatic summarization methods can have biases toward certain information, and the authors show

that this tendency is especially true for unsupervised methods. Although it is easy to see the purpose

factors emerging in articles, it is unfortunately never explicitly defined for most document summary

approaches. This ultimately poses problems since models which are not necessarily designed to meet

the same information needs are employed similarly. Of course, this further restricts the analyzes of

these said models and it limits the understanding of why some models perform better than others

on certain datasets or tasks, especially when we compare them based on human references where the

intention was again not specified.

With the emergence of generative models and the new capabilities of LLMs, it seems essential

to propose a literature review that not only provides an overview of historical and cutting edge sys-

tems, but also links the latter in the context of relevance and purpose factors pertained to automatic

document summarization. Therefore, our contributions are the following:

• An exhaustive literature review covering unsupervised text summarization, from the historical

approaches to the latest developments.

• A complimentary exploration of the dataset and evaluation metrics dedicated to unsupervised

summarization.

• A new typology linking all these models, and based on the relationship between information

relevance and its implications for text modeling, the formulation of the information selection

function, and the final summary generation process. This review is the first to be particularly

concerned in decomposing relevance into its topical and novelty constituents and in studying how

the different elements characterizing these components relate to common attributes of unsuper-

vised summarization methods and their evaluation.

• An analysis and discussion about the reasons behind these different notions of relevance observed.

We take special interest in the impacts of the purpose factors defining summaries. We emphasize

the link between the dimensions of indicativity and informativeness to topical relevance and

between specificity and genericity to novelty relevance.

This article is structured as follows: The section 2 present the method used to collect and analyze

the different papers referenced in this article. Section 3 presents the definition of relevance and how
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the algorithms are classified relative to its various aspects. It also introduces the different data sets

and evaluation metrics used for unsupervised summarization and the evolution of different community

practices in that regard. Section 4 discusses the link between relevance and purpose factors and how it

impacts the behavior of unsupervised algorithms and how it may bias its evaluation. Section 5 presents

the limitation of our study as well as some future avenues of research. In section 6, we propose a general

conclusion on our work.

Materials and methods

With the first works starting in the late 50s, automatic text summarization is one of the oldest and most

explored fields of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Sentence compression, streams of information,

applications to search engines, etc. in a supervised, semi-supervised, or unsupervised way, contribute

to the richness of this domain. The objective of this section is thus to introduce which methods have

been adopted in this article to understand how the collection of documents has been carried out, from

which angle papers have been examined, and which criteria have been applied to include them in the

results and analyses of this literature review.

Document summarization has a few conferences devoted to the discipline such as the Document

Understanding Conference or the Text Analysis Conference, so we started by studying papers from

these conferences. Automatic summarization is a discipline integrated to NLP and thus to the study

of languages by means of a computer. The Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) is the

major organization dedicated to the field. Our data collection has therefore continued with the study

of their publications and conferences. NLP being a specific topic of machine learning, we then broad-

ened the scope of our research to include papers from journals of the discipline such as the Journal

of Machine Learning Research (JMLR) or from the Association for the Advancement of Artificial

Intelligence (AAAI), along with the study of the ArXiv database of preprints. We also integrated

articles from significant multidisciplinary publishers such as Elsevier, Springer, IEEE, or CiteSeer into

our study. Finally, we completed our collect with articles from Google Scholar searches, which now

indexes a large majority of papers in this mainly open-source discipline. Once the sources were identi-

fied and selected, two distinct strategies were put in place to systematically collect articles addressing

the topic of unsupervised methods in automatic text summarization. The first approach consisted

in setting up, for each of the databases, a series of queries containing the following keywords: “un-

supervised”, “non-supervised”, “weakly supervised” AND “text”, “document”, “content”, “sentence”

AND “summarization”. Since the queries were applied to the title of the publications, these articles

were automatically included in our data pool for study. However, one problem we have encountered

is that many articles, both historical and recent, do not contain explicit statements that they are

unsupervised in their title or abstract. Here are two examples to give the readers an idea of the

difficulty to retrieve results through database queries in this context: “TextRank: Bringing Order

into Texts” [160] or “Extractive Multi Document Summarization using Dynamical Measurements of

Complex Networks” [216]. Consequently, to complete our data collection and to ensure that we had a

complete view of the field, we decided to broaden the scope of the search to all documents containing

the terms “text”, “document” AND “summarization” to ensure that we did not miss any major text in

the field. However, to avoid adding too much noise to our study, we limited the dataset to articles with

at least 100 citations. Finally, our second strategy consisted in examining numerous literature works

dedicated to general document summarization. These literature reviews were retrieved via queries

including the terms “advance”, “survey”, “state-of-the-art”, “review” AND “text”, “document” AND

“summarization”. These queries allowed us to identify about twenty literature reviews on the domain,

ranging from the early 2000s [153] to 2021 [63]. We collected all articles referenced in these works,

thus allowing us to complete our list with papers considered foundational and recent articles in the

discipline. The combination of these two strategies allows us to be confident that our data collection

procedure included all major articles regarding text summarization. At the end of our process, just
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over 400 articles were gathered for this literature review. We will now detail the methods, and criteria

used to keep only relevant articles in our review on unsupervised automatic summarization.

As stated earlier, many articles do not directly mention the technical particularities or the specific

scope of their summarization approach. A thorough reading of the methodological section, presenting

the theoretical choices made to design the algorithms employed, was therefore carried out to understand

where the system fits in. For each of these papers, we then looked to see if they met the criteria set for

this analysis. Obviously, systems containing purely supervised methods were discarded from the study

since we want to focus on unsupervised approaches. However, before going further in our selection

process, it is important to recall that our study focuses not only on those methods but also on their

relationship with the definition of relevance and novelty of information. Therefore, it was decided to

remove papers dealing with tasks too specific because they could create a strong potential bias. We

then did not consider the tasks of query-based, topic-oriented, guided, or update summarization in

this article. Indeed, these tasks condition the way information is perceived since it is delineated before

the summarization work. We did not also include papers addressing sentence compression because

the input texts are very short and thus establish a bias on the redundancy of the information. Once

these items were removed from the study, we also applied criteria directly concerning the unsupervised

methods to preserve the focus of the research and reduce potential noise within the analysis. We

therefore chose not to keep the unsupervised methods based on the creation of supervised features since

the information retained upstream could be biased by a specific typology of training data. Finally, we

minimized the number of articles that rely on minor modifications of more fundamental articles. As

examples, we can mention the work on TextRank in the article [160] which is cited more than 4000

times and which is often simply adapted with a particular information representation or reapplied to

a specific task or domain. It is essential to point out here that the manual analysis carried out during

this selection phase includes a bias on the authors’ interpretation of the context of use of the methods,

on their supervised demeanor, or on their definition of the information relevance in specific settings. At

the end of this selection process, our literature review includes 158 papers dedicated to unsupervised

methods. These articles come mainly from the sources mentioned earlier in this section and cover

a period from 1958 to the beginning of 2023. This selection of papers is completed by the addition

of references concerning the data sets and the performance measures used in these articles, and by

some theoretical work on manual document summarization and on information theory. This extension

thus provides an exhaustive analysis in the results section as well as a comprehensive picture of the

ecosystem surrounding unsupervised automatic text summarization. This also allows us to support

our hypotheses and classification on the influence of relevance in designing unsupervised methods, and

to propose a discussion on it impacts on the most popular and the state-of-the-art systems. Finally,

we have included in this article, other literature review works on the domain to allow us locating our

work in the literature, how to link it with previous works, and to understand its major contributions.

Finally, we would like to depict the procedure deployed to analyze the different methods presented.

Our literature review is based on an inductive research approach. Indeed, we have noticed by reading

numerous articles in the literature that the study and comparison of models are laborious and almost

impossible. The main known explanation for this difficulty concerns the diversity of the data sets used

and the baselines of references [53, 163]. In trying to understand why this variance existed between

articles, we then established that several methods were employed in a context that did not correspond

to the original purpose intended by its authors. While unsupervised methods highly rely on factors

such as the data set, the target users, the task at hand, or the summary to be created, we have then

observed that many authors do not explicitly specify these contextual factors behind the conception of

their system. We therefore hypothesized that some of these contextual factors pertained to document

summarization strongly influence on the notion of relevance, and that this relevance influenced the

functioning of summarization models. To verify our hypothesis, we proceeded by conducting a survey

of common practices used in unsupervised document summarization. We have then adopted a purely

descriptive approach, reporting, and comparing the statements and methods presented in the selected
articles to provide an overview of how state-of-the-art relates to our hypothesis. Therefore, we started
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an exhaustive analysis of each article included in our work. More specifically, we reviewed the introduc-

tion and the related work sections to understand how the authors position their approach with others,

and the task they intended to achieve. Then, an in-depth study of the methodology was performed to

distinguish the various ways of representing and scoring the relevant information. The experimental

processes and results were also examined to grasp the context in which the system was applied and

how it compared to the rest of the literature. Once again, it seems essential to specify that these anal-

yses suffer from an interpretation bias on our part concerning the statements and methods presented

in these different articles. This bias is minimized by our work investigating information theories and

crossing explanation from multiple recognized sources in the field. Using an empirical approach, we

collected our results in a table allowing us to break down each method into its corresponding category,

to indicate on which data set it was tested, and with which model it was compared. The results of this

empirical work will be detailed on the results section of this article. Finally, although this typology

does not solve all the problems related to the analysis of document summarization methods, it links

this discipline to the larger field of information theory and natural language processing, thus allowing

the discussion of fundamental phenomena that have been little explored in the rest of the literature.

1 Information content in unsupervised text summarization

Before going further in the analyses provided in the review, it seems important to provide some

context about the fundamental task of summarization and why distinctions exist in the first place.

A summary is defined as short statements that abridge the information and reflect the gist of the

discourse of an original document [97]. The authors also explain that four steps are required to

establish a good summary: comprehension, evaluation, condensation, and frequent transformation of

ideas. All these steps, depending on the length of the desired output task, become a choice about what

is the most important information in the source document [97]. To complete these tasks the writer of

the summary must create relations between segments in the text but also relate them to their personal

knowledge base and experience [229]. Recognizing that, in most of current summarization cases the

target is almost always another person, the relation with the recipient’s experience and knowledge

should affect the generation process [98]. These individual attachments thus establish different abstract

and unconscious intentions and purposes in the construction of the summary, impacting the perception

of what is significant information. This is called an abnormal state of knowledge [24] and it influences

the interpretation of important material in the documents. Automatic text summarization systems

that can fulfill this task thereby need to respect exactly the same fundamental conditions of operation,

especially in terms of identifying and selecting information. In the particular case of unsupervised

models, the underlying structure of the data is used to generate an intermediate representation that

links the input document and the produced summary. This intermediate structure is depicted by

two different states that characterize the notion of information relevance: topical relevance, which

identifies the information to be presented to the user; and novelty relevance, which takes into account

the contribution of knowledge made to the user [123]. These general notions of information delineation

will therefore also be influenced by the user’s induced state of knowledge and their intention. In

the remainder of this section, the objective is to define the notions of topical and novelty relevance,

to characterize their observable distinctions, and to classify unsupervised summarization methods

according to these notions.

1.1 Topical relevance

Since the work in [145], unsupervised models heavily depend on the notion of relevance to design the

function that will evaluate importance scores to textual units. The definition of relevance has been

extended and generalized as the measure that minimizes information loss between the text and its

approximation [180]. The author relates this principle to entropy, and the variation between models

is principally due to different notions of topical frequency. This interpretation of topical relevance is

perfectly suitable for placing this concept, as employed in automatic summarization, into the broader
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context of information theory. But very this definition only considers the relevance to the subject

of the source document, and it omits usage factors. To give a simple example, if the requirement is

to summarize the main news event, we’ll observe the application of the frequency of grammatical or

thematic attributes, which will be characterized by terms such as salience [93, 141] . While notions of

centrality with the use of features similarity will be found [64, 185] when the goal is to integrate the

news summary into a search engine and thus provide a global view for text retrieval. These notable

differences lead us to divide topic relevance into two categories related to salience and centrality.

1.1.1 Salience: relevance as selective information

To understand why researchers make choices for representation, evaluation, and generation, it is es-

sential to specify a formal statement of what we call an ideal summary, which defines the objective

that unsupervised models try to reach. Humans, when asked to summarize, tend to produce a con-

densed version of the text, containing the most important information in it [16]. Consequently, they

capture key characteristics or events related to what they perceive as the major content in the orig-

inal text [154]. Trying to reproduce this behavior, automatic text summarization systems attempt

to state the meaning of this main content by targeting the part of the input texts that are relevant

to the main topics [18, 106]. The goal is then to assess the relevance of those terms to identify and

select the one to preserve [211]. An ideal summary is an approximation containing the most important

topics of the original document. These main topics are related to different specific and characteristic

concepts, events, and aspects (how, when, why, etc.) that should be included in the summary. Rele-

vance is therefore based on this perception of targeted or selective relevance and becomes the way to

discriminate which elements will be characteristic of those concepts.

The problem here consists in determining which are the main topics and thus which information

and is worthy of inclusion in the final production [166]. Following this principle, multiple methods

arise to score the importance of such information. The first techniques observe the assumptions

of [145], where the word frequency characterizes importance. Further legitimized by the work of

Nenkova et al. (2005) in their article [166], who prove that humans focus on frequency to produce

their summaries, multiple methods have been implemented along these lines. There are approaches

that directly follow the frequency (normalized or not) of terms such as n-grams [84, 85], conceptual

units representing events [74, 213], or general keyphrases [194, 195]. Once these textual units are

defined, a first approach can measure the capacity of a model to detect these important unit from a

generated summary by a large language model [76]. More traditional approaches rely on the objective

to maximize their presence in the final summary. The well known Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency, or TFIDF, metric is used to emphasize the specificity of a term and has demonstrated

solid performances in numerous language processing tasks; it is thus logical to see that several articles

use this metric to determine important terms [7, 41, 157, 167, 169]. In the context of the new deep

learning techniques, TFIDF is used to select relevant terms or to mask them to create a constraint

for a language model to include these terms in the summary [34, 120]. In a similar vein, the authors

in [73] consider grammatical words to be unimportant. They therefore increased the sentence size with

unimportant terms and used a denoising autoencoder architecture to learn a language model filtering

the presence of these terms. In addition to this technique, mutual information [79], information gain,

and residual inverse document frequency are also used to score importance [142]. We once again

note the same idea for deep learning models to create new constraints for a language model this time

depending on improbable informative words [148], mutual information between the original sentence

and the summary [228], or weighted-pooling operation on attention weights paid to keywords [241].

Finally, some new authors have characterized term importance directly using ROUGE score [132] from

the source documents and pseudo summaries. Once the terms are identified they can directly be

used to filter information for fine-tuning large language models [29]. This framework displayed strong

performances to improve the utilization of large language models to generate summaries in a zero-shot

learning context [66, 197]. Another frequency-based hypothesis for isolating the contribution of terms

in a unigram or multimodal language model [166, 220]. Specifically, we measure how probable a term
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t is, given a trained probability distribution model on a background corpus [46, 249]. Because of their

properties, probability distributions are a good way to create a language model and thus combine

frequency with sentence structures. Graph-based representations, especially directed by co-occurring

networks, are a good means to represent this sequential structure. By creating proper metrics for

weighting edges, such as frequencies or transition probabilities, the graph structure can be used for

text summarization [75]. Indeed, the importance of topics can be depicted by identifying recurrent

term sequences, as represented by the shortest paths between significant lattices (or predefined starting

nodes) [33, 78, 206].

Early on, researchers thought of enhancing and enriching these statistics-based features with other

specific, data, or task-related elements. The first we can cite is the use of structural information. The

hypothesis is that sentences located at strategic positions in a document may contain more important

topics. First works include a scoring method based on the absolute location [62], but relative position

scoring has been privileged later for its better performance [72, 171], and especially the average position

of terms in the text [234]. Another inference concerns scoring sentence length, because it is supposed

that succinct sentences are irrelevant in terms of topic representation, while very long ones are a waste

of space in a summary [72, 171]. Then, additional approaches consist in using external knowledge to

assess the importance of terms. The first approach to apply this assumption introduced cue bonuses

and stigma words to reward or penalize sentences depending on the presence of these terms [62]. Some

later researchers further specialized these cue expressions to specific fields, for example Arab politics [2].

Finally, some authors have used general knowledge bases such as Wikipedia to enrich the semantic

information provided by some terms [200]. The features added here directly concern statistical or

general structure features, but further specialized features have been employed depending on the input

data or the task, such as the overlap between titles or headings for government reports [62], the use

of numbers or dates [171, 201] or named entity [231] for newspapers, citations of other researchers

for scientific papers [1], sentiment polarity and subjectivity for opinions [12], or even similarity to

a query in query-focused summarization [107]. This specialization can be used with deep learning

techniques, such as autoencoders, to automatically learn abstract features based to overlaid onto the

task. For example, some authors proposed to use sentiments as labels for opinion summarization [52].

Other authors also observed that traditional methods did not work optimally when summarizing

opinions [214]. Therefore, they completed their autoencoder model with an attention system weighted

by the number of likes of the tweets, thus allowing completing estimation of term importance with the

information of popularity. Finally, for opinion summarization, authors in [8] masked predefined seeded

terms representing aspects of a product to fine-tune a large language models and compel the model to

include them in the generated summary. All these new enriched representations thereby improve the

capacity of models to capture significant topics.

Another explored possibility is to design models that directly link terms and topics. The first

attempt was made through the use of topic signatures [133]. In this framework, topics are represented

by a concept, often predefined, and signatures are terms that are highly correlated with the concept.

Some authors suggest ways to enhance the term-to-topic association by stating that documents be-

longing to the same topics have the same probabilistic content models [19]. Others propose rather to

generalize the concepts to themes affirming that topics are related to each other [92]. Once themes are

pinpointed, they must be scored for importance for summarization, using sentences most tied to the

topics and then they must be extracted. Unfortunately, these methods count on supervision to identify

topics and still do not consider interrelations between words. The first step towards designing these

associations and to unsupervised topic modeling is to apply dimensionality reduction approaches to

a bag-of-words model. Methods as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) capture recurring semantic

relationships between terms, and these patterns directly characterize topics in documents [87]. The

more pattern occurs in a document, the higher its singular value. Thus, choosing the sentences most

related to the k-best values is a first technique to select the most important topics [87]. Non-negative

Matrix Factorization (NMF) improves SVD approaches by constructing nonnegative part-based rep-
resentations constraining to have positive values in the topic matrices and that is more natural for
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textual interpretation [218]. Furthermore, vectors obtained with NMF are sparser than with SVD,

granting a better association between topics and sentences [126]. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

is a generative method for topic modeling, allowing flexibility on the hyperprior distribution of terms.

Once LDA is performed, the significance of topics and terms/sentences can either be directly deter-

mined with the estimated probabilities, admitting that α values of the Dirichlet distribution represent

the absolute importance of topics [14, 224], or by a creating bipartite graph structure with topics

and sentences and the use of importance calculation algorithms such as PageRank or HITS [178]. As

for deep learning, some authors have shown that the application of autoencoders makes it possible

to create concept-oriented vectors [237]. These vectors mimic the characteristics of topic models and

identify key patterns of terms to include in a summary. Once these representations are learned, the

features can be used to determine the importance of text segments by once again summing them or by

computing weighted representations [207]. The use of specific deep learning methods such as denoising

techniques also allows isolating some concepts that are considered more important topical aspects [9].

Once the most important concepts are identified, optimization framework is implemented to maximize

their presence into our constraint length summary.

Finally, textual cohesion states that salient topics will be discussed throughout the input text, with

semantic relations linking all the terms connected to that topic [89]. The use of lexical chains is thus

a natural choice, given that they represent lexical cohesion relations as categories and pointers to the

original document [18]. To generate a summary, we once again need to define which lexical chains will be

most important. Multiple methods have been proposed to identify these strong chains. The length and

the homogeneity of a chain can be a strong marker [18], but so can the relations between the members of

the chain [30, 60], or their relative frequencies [89]. Finally, what remains is to select the above-average

ones to take the best ones. Richer representations can be used to improve identification of the central

topics. By relying on the coherence principle, other syntactic markers such as ellipses, conjunctions,

and substitution references can bring complementary structural information to lexical cohesion [146].

A coherent text follows a specific discourse structure, and Rhetorical Structure Trees (RST) are objects

meant to describe these relations between segments of text [172]. They make it possible to distinguish

important structural elements (nuclei) from weak ones (satellites). The objective is then to select

important segments or discard lesser ones. Several penalty schemes have been proposed such as the

number of connections between nuclei and satellites [172], the nature of their connections [170], or

promotion sets to characterize relations between nuclei and satellites [152]. Other improvements have

been proposed over time and we refer the reader to the dedicated review of these models made by [219].

Other graph models close to RSTs, such as discourse graphs [40] or Abstract Meaning Representation

(AMR) graphs [58], have also been used because of their accurate representation of intersentential

coherent relations. The semantic and syntactic properties of RST or AMR graphs are particularly

useful to provide meaningful initial layers for autoencoder systems. Important information is filtered

from the graph by using heuristics [58] or domain-knowledge ranking systems [99] and then the decoder

generate a length constraint text to form the final summary. Rather than directly identifying important

segments of text, RST structures have also been used to cluster segments by their roles and then use

statistical features to select important ones [15]. Some authors have used others grammatical and

structural information such as verbal and noun phrases with statistical features to spot important

events or aspects and maximize their presence in the summary [26]. Finally, dependency trees have

been used, especially because these structures show interesting properties for the abstractive generation

of summaries [16, 37].

1.1.2 Centrality: relevance as representative information

Providing information on a few main topics is very useful for understanding the document, but it

cannot replace the entire document. For certain needs or tasks, such as indexing in a search engine, it’s

essential to have a summary that fully portrays the complete document [184]. Thus, the ideal summary

depicts the best as possible the input document(s) by covering and describing its various themes. The

relevant information can be seen as a representation that conveys information as a whole [213] by being
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the most redundant with other text segments [186], and that enforces a correlation of the semantic

volume between the summary and the initial text(s) [236]. The relevance can then be stated in terms

of centrality or representativeness, which express the extent of content provided in the original input

that is included in the summary [102].

To include the core information of the document(s) in our summary, we need to identify the most

representative elements of this input. This goal is achievable by using notions as pairwise similarity

between text segments to recognize which one are the most like all others. Clustering groups together

data with analogous properties. Once these elements have been grouped together, we can identify

a centroid for this cluster. This point subsequently represents the barycenter of the information

contained in our input segments. The MEAD system was the first model that applied centroid as

a pseudo-document with terms features above a certain threshold to symbolize the center of the

segments [186]. We can then employ the text segments that are the closest to this centroid to form

the summary [81, 209]. Multiple variations have been made to this method, either by changing the

representation of the document(s) for richer ones such as word embeddings [122, 176, 196], by testing

different clustering algorithms to use optimized fuzzy evolutionary algorithms [4, 209], as well as

considering word-level features then grouping them to cluster interesting segments [17, 71], or hard

singular value decomposition and maximizing proximity to the centroid through a greedy method to

increase the semantic volume [236]. Some have considered adding semantic features such as WordNet

information [102] or even full syntactic data, to evaluate paraphrasing and detect themes [20]. Once

the cluster have been created, they can be used as input for abstractive methods by providing only

central sentences to deep learning models [231]. The strategy in [45] proposes to create clusters of

opinion and feed the review constituting the main cluster to an autoencoder architecture to generate

the summary. These clusters have also been employed as input to pre-trained or fine-tuned language

models to condition text generation [212]. Finally, authors in [10] proposed an approach where clusters

of latent representation are learned dynamically during training process to select central representations

and produce general summaries of customer opinions.

This notion estimates proximity the most representative point does not use directly pairwise simi-

larity and can present some flaws, such as not considering sentence subsumption and being too sensitive

to rare words [64]. Therefore, some approaches have proposed to directly evaluate the closeness of each

segment to every other [193]. Because of their properties, especially for carrying global text informa-

tion, most of the methods use affinity graphs, such as the kNN similarity graphs or the ϵ-graphs. In

these structures the centrality is inspired from the prestige concept in social networks [64] because

each link between vertices can be casting a vote or recommendation for those nodes [160]. Once the

graph is constructed, there are many approaches to rank and select the most similar sentences. The

LexRank algorithm [64] employs random walks that would determine the most probable node of the

graph and was improved to account for Markov chains hypotheses in these walks for the Grasshoper

method [248], and the CoreRank system [69]. Authors in [160] perform several modifications in their

work by adding oriented edges to the graph and by changing the approach by considering that im-

portant nodes give stronger recommendations to its peers than weaker ones. This popularity-based

method is reflected using adapted versions of the well-known PageRank and HITS algorithms. Finally,

some authors employed the idea by modifying the selection of sentences exploiting shortest path esti-

mation in the similarity graph [215]. Another theory assumes that nearby points are likely to have the

same ranking scores, thereby making the manifold ranking technique appropriate to perform node se-

lection [223]. These methods are being extremely efficient, several authors have proposed modifications

to them. The first adjustments introduce special data, such as citations for scientific papers [182], spe-

cial external resources and lexical features [96, 127], or structural metadata, by reinforcing links with

intra-document information [226, 227], or with the hirearchical structure of the document [59]. Addi-

tional improvements create richer sentence representations with deep learning techniques to strengthen

similarity estimation [3, 235, 246]. Once again, a very recent approach transform this technique for

abstractive summarization by selecting representative sentences with similarity graphs and input them
to a pretrained large language models to form more coherent outputs [245]. Other authors have
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proposed drastically different graph techniques to measure sentence centrality, such as using InfoMap

and clustering coefficients [61], or by employing graph cuts to select subsets representing the summary

then maximizing pairwise similarity through submodular optimization [113, 134, 136]. Finally, some

researchers take a more direct approach by dynamically optimizing the pairwise similarity between

passages of texts [157]. While the authors estimate the pairwise similarity via the cosine distance and

generate the summary by integer linear programming, some methods are based on intersections of

hyper-planes formed by the sentences in the word space [221]; or some have measured the coverage

according to the capacity of a sentence to reconstruct the other sentences [138], and the construction

of the summary is optimized by an algorithm of simulated annealing making it possible to take into

account the sparsity issues. These approaches can be further specialized to avoid noise by dealing with

passages on the same topics by using either clustering techniques [4, 209], topic signatures [56], or by

constituting homogeneous item sets of related sentences [193].

However, in this framework the relation between the input and the output is not explicit. One

way to formalize this problem explicitly is to minimize the reconstruction error based on similarity

when selecting the segments. The first methods directly depict each element/sentence with vector

representations then create optimization procedures based on L2 and L1 constraints on the different

elements and on a selection matrix to force the selection of the minimum number of closest segments

to select the best ones to include in the summary. Some authors have used [233]. Others have used

n-grams or embedding representations combined with Kullback-Leibler divergence to minimize the

difference in the probability distribution of these elements [116, 181]. Instead of trying to optimize

the reconstruction for each segment, some authors have highlighted the interest of having an average

representation of the whole input to capture its overall content [147]. New deep learning approaches

are another solution to enhance row features since they can model nonlinear relations between terms,

creating a better approximation of the human cortex’s way of functioning [140]. Thus, the authors

have employed a paragraph vector model [124] to create this mean, then use Euclidean distance to

minimize the difference between summary and document. These average features can also be used

to determine the importance of text segments either by once again summing them [207] or by us-

ing the new importance vectors in optimization processes [140, 247]. Restricted Boltzmann Machines

trained with entropy or Kullback-Leibler (KL) are very well suited to enhance the properties of fea-

ture matrices and create complex abstract representations. When provided with feature vectors and

trained, the algorithms identify the most important terms/features for reconstructing this input. The

implementation of document embedding can also be exploited to mark the importance of a segment

in the reconstruction error. Some approaches build the whole document embedding, then rebuild it

by removing one segment at a time [111]. If the distance between the two vectors is significant, it

means that the segment is key to capturing the document’s overall content. Other methods adopt this

principle by estimating the semantic similarity between embeddings of the sentences in the summary

and the documents [203]. These embeddings are generated using the average representation of the

word vectors. Once these representations are created, the authors minimize the cosine distance be-

tween the original documents and the summary to select the sentences [139, 203] while adding different

constraints. Other authors have created an average aspect-based representation of a set of reviews and

maximizes the KL divergence between the summary and this pseudo-typical document [39]. In the

case of abstractive summarization, the average is used in the loss function of an autoencoder. Some

authors have employed a variational autoencoder model to reconstruct the input while applying a

size constraint [202], thus ensuring to include these most important topical text segments. The in-

formation constraint then can be replaced by other objective functions such as respecting the topic

distribution of input documents [23]. For multidocument summarization, once again, it is possible

to adapt these mechanisms of averaged input representations and to embed them directly in deep

learning and autoencoder algorithms. The MeanSum method [42] has proposed a model composed of

two main components: an encoder learning the representation of each text, and a constraint system

building the average of the representation to reconstruct a summary as similar as possible to the set

of initial documents. The system learns to select the central information in the input, thus reproduc-
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ing the whole original material. Another avenue consists in exploiting the capabilities of variational

autoencoders to learn a latent representation of a set of documents to reconstruct iteratively every

input hence capturing the core content of these contextual documents [28]. When the model generates

a summary, it then builds an average representation of this information. Following the same process,

other authors have used this representation method to isolate the salient features of a set of background

text and have designed a variational autoencoder that produces summaries that specifically highlight

updated information in dialogue conversations [243]. Finally, in for recent approaches, the average

representation can also be used as an input for pretrained large language models [173].

1.1.3 Conclusion

With this classification differentiating salience and centrality, we are now able to understand behavioral

variations between seemingly similar methods. As a first example, we can study the topic model-based

methods proposed in [211] and in [87]. Both approaches rely on bag-of-word model with singular

value decomposition to identify topics and include them in the summary. However, one will select

sentences containing the most topics, while the other will extract sentences related to the main topic.

The sentences selected will be distinct, and will not have the same purpose. This typology also allows

understanding why certain methods applied to the identical dataset meet different needs. If we take

the case of opinion summarization, the model introduced in [42] aims to represent a consensus between

opinions, whereas the model proposed in [9] focuses on expressing the primary aspects described.

Therefore, we have the grasp that central information attempts to depict a general view that will enable

portraying the input fully, thus being informative [64] while salient information allows extracting key

information that can be employed as an indicative summary [93]. The bridge between the purpose

factors, information, and the 3 stages of the summarization process then becomes obvious and perfectly

explains these differences and make it possible to appreciate better why certain models perform so well

for specific tasks.

1.2 Novelty relevance

In the first sections of this article, we have explored topical relevance in their work [6], meaning

that we have sought, through the various definitions of relevance, to fulfill the user’s need related

to the intended usage of this information. Even if it is clear now that a summary should provide

important information as much as possible [180], its usefulness can also be influenced by previously seen

material. This new paradigm that considers the user’s prior knowledge introduces a notion described

as novelty relevance [123] and whose purpose is to meet the broader user’s information needs. In a

context of limited size, it becomes crucial to ensure the usefulness and thus the novelty of the elements

incorporated in the text. Given this importance in assessing a summary’s quality, it is normal that

the subject has been largely tackled in unsupervised text summarization. Therefore, systems require

to evaluate segments in terms of both relevance and novelty to obtain optimal outputs [238]. However,

when we address novelty, we are talking about two notions: novelty which favors the exploration of a

space of knowledge, and diversity that lets us expand that space [205]. This distinction has already

been examined often, especially in information retrieval, where novelty is defined by the necessity

to avoid redundancy to find more information on a specific subject, while diversity is defined by

the need to resolve a quest for new and various information [43]. Once again, we propose to highlight

disparities between approaches for managing novelty and adopt them as an original way to characterize

information unsupervised text summarization methods.

1.2.1 Information gain: Novelty as non-redundancy

Aiming at information novelty is crucial in text summarization, especially in this length-constrained

environment where repeated content will increase the noise and thus notably degrade the perceived

quality of the summary [143]. The task of seeking novelty can therefore be seen as avoiding including

concepts if they are already related to the output. This principle is known in text summarization as
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reducing the redundancy [32]. Thus, an ideal summary is a text that includes important or central

content from the original document(s) that brings new information to the user. We thus consider that

information novelty is depicted by redundancy between variables of the result, and that content will

be new if the summary’s content gains a new value by adding some information that is nonredundant

with information already included to the user [32].

One of the first hypotheses to handle redundancy is to consider the human way of dealing with

redundancy by assessing directly if a text segment is too similar to elements already selected in the

final output. The simplest idea for measuring similarity and redundancy is to assess lexical repetitions

and words overlap. These shallow metrics of direct string matching have shown promising results

when the redundancy is not too strong in a corpus [201]. One obvious flaw of this approach is that

it only considers one word at a time; thus, it is not surprising to see researchers improving it with n-

gram based similarity measures [199, 216]. Aside from directly checking for textual unit overlap, other

count-based similarity measures have proved their efficiency for several natural language processing

tasks and, naturally, have been used in various articles. We can see the use of more traditional methods

such as Jaccard or cosine similarities [78, 111, 216], or more evolved ones such as the use of mixture

models [244], or combinations of Jensen and Kullback-Leibler divergences [217]. These similarity

measures remain on lexical information and can perform less well than methods also relying on syntactic

and semantic content [143]. One good way to improve the previous metrics is to complete them with

semantic features, thanks to word alignment techniques complemented using external knowledge bases

like Wordnet [94]. Text entailment relies heavily on syntactic information that indicates if a text

segment is implied by another one. The approach remains consistent by also using lexical alignment

module but this time based on syntactic trees. On their side, authors in [183] have first considered

cross-sentence subsumption to check if one sentence implies another, to decide if it should be included.

Finally, others the approach introduced in [141] relies on a pretrained textual entailment classifier to

measure sentences implication in summary candidates. Once the similarity is specified between all

textual units, the selection of segments is usually done through a predefined threshold, but we also see

that some authors favor more evolved techniques in order to fuse similar segments and thereby provide a

better structure and approximation of true summaries [18, 21, 26]. Interestingly, for recent abstractive

approach, pairwise similarity is used as a preprocessing step to better guarantee the non-redundancy

of the phrases explored [83].

The methods we have introduced so far to evaluate redundancy consider the task of ranking the

document as separate from estimating independence and similarity. This idea was first introduced

in [32], who defined the task of maximal marginal relevance (MMR), in which each segment’s score is

directly penalized by its similarity with previously selected segments. However this definition of MMR

is oriented toward query-based summarization, and thus some authors have designed methods using

a feature-based importance score as a criterion to complement the redundancy penalty [137, 162],

or to adapt the model to multi-document summarization [27]. Finally, some authors have taken

advantage of the richness of the representation provided by word and sentence embeddings to upgrade

the similarity calculation employed in the MMR [39, 121]. Besides demonstrating better performance

than strict similarity estimation [232], another benefit of this technique is that it creates summaries

that are closely related to nonprofessional human summaries [192]. Other methods have considered

improving these rankings method by increasing the independence conditions between selected sentences

in the ranking task through the shrinkage of text-segment representations [233], with methods such

as pivoted-QR [46], or by project sentences on distant boundaries of a similarity graph [59] thereby

further reducing redundancy in the results. Some researchers have noticed that the MMR approach

is an NP-hard task, and thus that using a greedy algorithm to solve it could still lead to sub-optimal

solutions. Finally, modifications have been proposed making it a linear problem to solve it optimally

with integer linear programming [84, 157]. Some authors also proposed to enrich the redundancy

estimation with various semantic features to perform better at the task of update summarization [161].

Similarly to this modification, other authors seeking optimal solutions have suggested submodular
monotone functions [70] guaranteeing optimality with greedy algorithms, determinantal point process
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algorithms [83], or nonmonotone graph-based functions with a high probability of optimality [134, 136].

The same principle was then used for the MMR approach and has been proved efficient for identifying

true and relevant information in the context of summarization for improving fake news detection [115].

It has also been employed to manage the salience and the consistency of updated content for real-time

streams of multiple tweets [129].

Approaches calculating pairwise similarities, as presented before, are a first attempt to attain this

objective, but the main problem is that if information is important, its score will compensate for any

redundancy penalty imposed thereby allowing redundant sentences in the final output [239]. Conse-

quently, the objective is to propose a method that automatically balances for importance estimation

by penalizing it through a multiplication of both similarity and importance itself [235]. In early exper-

iments, researchers implemented a ranking algorithm that multiplied the probabilities of the relevance

and novelty of terms to score and subsequently perform update summarization [5]. This approach

has also demonstrated its ability to increase the coverage of various dimensions of an event in news

summarization task [156]. Other authors attempting to avoid redundancy in this way have considered

squaring the probabilities of already included terms to penalize their inclusion in the summary too

many times [166, 220]. Other authors proposed to combine the estimation of relevance and novelty in

an affinity graph-based context. The affinity ranking score relying on sentence connectivity is directly

penalized by the similarity of selected nodes multiplied by their relevance [235, 239]. The objective is

to penalize nodes associated to the most important ones. Other authors examine the affinity graph

methods either by creating sinkholes in the random walk process to disadvantage visiting closely re-

lated neighbors [248]; or by reinforcing previously explored ones, thereby decreasing the probability

that the random walk ends on their neighbors [158]. Finally, another strategy used the structure of

the networks to encourage random walks to visit external nodes dis

1.2.2 Coverage: Novelty as topic diversity

The previously introduced methods to enhance the information novelty in summaries rely on low

redundancy, but to produce good outputs, they still need a better variety of information [158]. Indeed,

by guaranteeing independence between selected segments, these approaches do not ensure access to

diverse content [239]. This notion of increasing novelty through diversity is especially justified in

information retrieval theory because users prefer high-recall research results that will tend to support

an extensive coverage of different topics [238]. Thus, the ideal summary can be considered as one

presenting diverse information that covers as many aspects as possible of the original document(s).

We can distinguish two distinct approaches favoring diversity in the outcome: one that implicitly
models diversity in the content ranking process and one that explicitly tries to maximize the variety

of content coverage in the summary.

The first manner to diversify information is to force the method to include all the multiple topics

addressed in the original document(s). The supposition is that each cluster of related text segments

will deal with the same aspects of the original document(s) [93] thus having a high probability of

similar and overlapping content [1]. Once clusters are created, it is the sentence-selection method that

is interesting and makes it possible to avoid redundancy. The objective is thus to create topic clusters

then design strategies to minimize the number of sentences picked for each cluster [38]. The first

methods select top-ranked segments of each cluster [1, 17, 91] and ensure that the different relevant

clusters are explored and that the number of clusters is determined by the number of sentences that

should be included in the summary [186]. Other authors use complementary similarity measures such

as cosine or Normalized Google distances [4, 209] to guarantee the quality of the ranked sentences

per cluster. Clusters of topically related documents can also be used as an input for summarization

models to make sure to induce diverse outputs. Authors in [39] employ this approach upstream to

a graph-based model to assess relevance. For abstractive approach, the same technique is applied to

provide various clusters to generative algorithms to guarantee the coverage of diverse segments. In the

context of opinion summarization, cluster opinionated features based on aspect detection are used to
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ensure the coverage of different products aspect [179]. It is also possible to create clusters and used

a trained language model to establish distinct consensual abstractive summaries for each aspect of

customer reviews and thus diversify their presence in the output [28, 45]. Another related technique

consists in fusing similar sentences into clusters to only select the most relevant ones as leave-one-out

strategy to create pseudo-summaries for fine-tuning models [212]. The model in [10] dynamically learns

aspect cluster through multi-head latent representation during the training of a language model, then

they use them to orient the summary generation towards diverse aspects in the summary. Finally,

topic models have also been used to promote textual diversity in summaries. Authors in [87] were the

first authors to exploit this idea in their work. They create their topic representation through the SVD

decomposition, they add a constraint in the selection process to include a different topic each time.

Some authors pursued this concept of maximizing topic coverage with submodular optimization [206]

or bipartite word/topic graph [178] to explore topics as much as possible.

One issue with these solutions is that they only consider global diversity, which does not guarantee

the expansion of thematic content at the sub-document level. One way to encourage diversity directly

and explicitly is then to maximize coverage of the concept and the semantic volume of the original

document(s) [236]. The authors have chosen to create an intermediate representation of the segments

with deep learning models. By maximizing the distance between sentence embeddings, this tends to

favor diversity through semantic volume [236]. Several researchers have followed and modified this

idea when applying deep learning techniques [31, 37]. Finally, this approach was adapted for the LDA

method by modeling two distributions, one for the previously seen information and one for the new.

We then maximize the difference in selected elements in the context of update summarization [51].

The approach deployed in [74] tries to cover as many conceptual units as possible by formulating

the problem as a maximum coverage knapsack constraint solved by a greedy algorithm. Diversity is

ensured by rewarding the number of different units while setting a constraint to penalize sentences not

containing enough novel units. This greedy method has been improved over time especially to assure

getting an optimal solution [213]. Instead of considering conceptual units, we can employ bigrams

and impose the constraint directly to have elements included in the summary only once [85]. Authors

in [130], for their part, propose maximizing the diversity of elements by promoting sentences that

maximize the coverage of all aspects of the input documents in a graph model. Finally, the authors

in [135] have been able to create a monotonous submodular function including diversity constraint

that has a constant factor to guarantee optimality. In the context of abstractive summarization, two

strategies have been adopted to maximize the expansion of the semantic space. The first technique

conditions text generation with seeded aspects to train a language model, then authors or end-users

can devise strategies to enforce the inclusion diverse aspects by the text generator to explore different

contexts [8]. Otherwise, the approach consists in randomly leaving out different aspects sentences from

input as a fine-tuning strategy of a large language model, allowing it to focus on different facets of the

text when generating the summary [173].

1.2.3 Conclusion

While both redundancy and diversity attempt to increase the coverage of the input included in the

summary to improve its quality, these two notions diverge in the type of information they provide.

Indeed, with information redundancy, we can estimate the local importance of content within a col-

lection of similar text segments, whereas with diversity, we seek to evaluate this quantity at the global

level of the corpus and between different topics [59]. By minimizing the information repetition, we are

trying to gain information, but we do not guarantee to cover a whole set of topics [239]. Conversely,

by increasing diversity, we ensure that information from all topics is embedded, however, as the same

information can be linked to two distinct topics, we don’t necessarily guarantee a gain in new informa-

tion. This is why methods enforcing diversity, such as extracting one sentence from different clusters

or several topics, are not efficient for update summarization tasks where information is concentrated

around the evolution of a specific event [51, 249]. Whereas the same diversity-maximizing approaches

perform extremely well when the objective is to cover various events in a news stream [156]. Once
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again we see emerging the intimate link between novelty relevance, summary generation steps, and

purpose factors and how considering understand fundamental characteristics of certain approaches.

2 Assessing unsupervised summarization methods

In order to better understand the influence of topical and novelty relevance, it is essential to contex-

tualize the use of unsupervised document summarization methods. Presenting the resources and data

sets available and the used evaluation metrics thus makes it possible to describe how the community

takes relevance into account, and how it affects the evolution of approaches.

2.1 Resources and data sets

Increased involvement in automatic text summarization due to the proliferation of available data on

the internet thus drives the interest in having concrete common and standardized resources to analyze

the different approaches in real contexts. Since the evaluation of natural language processing methods,

as in most fields related to machine learning, is done through the comparison of systems with each

other, that input data is of a major influence in the production of summaries [100, 110], and that

many solutions are specialized for certain types of data. It is therefore essential to obtain a global view

of the characteristics of the data sets used to understand the fundamental differences explaining the

various behaviors of unsupervised systems. Note that the objective of this section is not to provide

an exhaustive review of the data sets used in the summarization literature as several good reviews

already exist on this topic [53, 150]. The objective is to rather present data sets that are either used

in unsupervised summarization and to provide enough material to allow a discussion on the potential

biases it can generate in the design of unsupervised systems.

The first conference dedicated to automatic text summarization, that took place the first time

in 1998, was the TIPSTER Text Summarization Evaluation SUMMAC (https://www-nlpir.nist.

gov/related_projects/tipster_summac/). In addition to the evaluation framework, which will be

discussed in the next section, the organizers made a data set available taken from newspaper sources.

The data set is made of 20 topic-related collections each containing 50 documents selected from the

top 2000 results returned by queries from an information retrieval system. The task provided was to

constitute two summaries, one of a fixed length of maximum 10% of the original document size, and

the other with no size constraints. Another conference, The National Institute for Informatics Test

Collection for IR3 (http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/outline/prop-en.html), also provided a
news-based data set in Japanese. The objective was the production of both extractive and abstractive

summaries of single news articles. Beside these two conferences, another major conference for text

summarization was the Document Understanding Conference, DUC (https://duc.nist.gov/), which

took place yearly from 2001 to 2007. During the first years of these conferences, the objective was

to produce generic summaries of single and multiple documents. For both challenges the data set

consisted of 30 document sets of 10 news stories each, for which three human annotators constructed

different summaries of 50, 100, 200, and 400 words. Since 2005, the data set has evolved towards

user-oriented applications. The tasks were once again based on news-story sets but focused on topic,

query, viewpoint, or event, to facilitate comprehension of the expected assignment and so participants

could concentrate their efforts in the same direction. In its final year, DUC proposed another evolution

by creating a summarization updating task consisting of creating an output, knowing that the user has

already seen documents answering its information needs. Once again, for each of these task, human

annotators provided different summaries of up to 100 words. As of 2007, DUC conferences are no

longer organized and have been integrated into the Text Analysis Conferences (TAC) (https://tac.

nist.gov/about/index.html). Since 2008, the TAC has pursued the diversification of summarization

projects. In 2008, they continued the news story summarization updates, but also added new data

sets based on opinion blogs. In 2009 and 2010, TAC reoriented the analyses toward news stories but

increased the diversity of the various challenges by adding one task dedicated to the evaluation of

https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/tipster_summac/
https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/tipster_summac/
http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/outline/prop-en.html
https://duc.nist.gov/
https://tac.nist.gov/about/index.html
https://tac.nist.gov/about/index.html
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summarization systems and another to guided summarization, where the user’s need is predefined to

guide the method. For further details about the data, the tasks, and the objective of these conferences

we refer the readers to the following articles [50, 151, 174]. These conferences have been very useful to

provide a normalized control framework for the community, and the data sets continue to be improved,

enriched, and employed by current researchers to analyze the performance of their systems. As we

can see, the tasks were particularly oriented to summarizing newspaper-based data. Because of the

easy access of this information on the internet, several other data sets have been used in unsupervised

automatic summarization over the years. The first data set we can describe is the Reuters news

corpus (http://boardwatch.internet.com/mag/95/oct/bwm9.html), composed of 1000 documents

and their associated extracted sentences, which represent approximately 20% of the original document

size. Another frequently used data set is the TeMario Corpus [177], which is constituted of 100

Portuguese documents (60,000 words total) extracted from Brazilian newspapers on several topics

along with their good quality abstract summaries. The final notable sources of news stories used for

automatic text summarization are the CNN & DailyMail corpus [95], made up of roughly a million

news stories and human-written abstractive summaries, which are related to a specific query; the

Multi-News corpus [68] made for multi-document summarization and composed of more than 250 000

paired news and summaries; and finally the NewsRoom corpus [88] composed of 1.3 Million extractive

paired summaries that aims to measure inclusion of diversity and novelty by automatic systems. It

is also worth noting that many authors have designed their own data set for their experiments that

fulfill the guidelines for control, provided by the different conferences [44, 239]. Following the TAC

2008 recommendations, some authors look to other source documents to evaluate their systems in

order to diversify the systems created and their properties. The first historical data sets used were

scientific papers collected for the purpose of single document summarization [145]. It has been followed

by several others, where either extracted sentences or an abstract texts are provided and annotated

by human judges for various fields such as chemistry [62], computer science [18], or medicine [178].

Another well-studied set of data is the opinion data extracted from blog sources directly following TAC

2008 or from customer reviews available on the web. The most famous data set for this purpose is

the Opinosis data set [78], which is composed of 50 topic reviews of hotels, cars, and various products

and which takes redundant reviews related to queries. Each topic contains 50 to 575 sentences and

1- to 3-sentence summaries produced by human experts. Another opinion corpus is the Yelp Dataset

Challenge and Amazon reviews [155], which is specialized in abstract summarization of product reviews.

Several authors have then proposed annotated corpus for summary evaluation based on set of 8 reviews

per products [28, 42]. OPOSUM is another dataset based on Amazon products [11]. The dataset

aims to provided human selected references that provides important aspects and extractive summaries

focusing on slaience, popularity, fluency, and redundancy. [10] have recently introduced SPACE, a

corpus composed of 1.1 Million reviews based on TripAdvisor hotel reviews with manually hand-crafted

abstractive summaries. The pupose of this dataset is to focus on aspect-specific summarization. Other

authors have used diverse opinion data sets such as the TAC blog data set [72]; IMDB movie reviews

, which was in fact originally created for sentiment analysis [52]; or even manually designed ones. The

last common kind of data used for automatic text summarization is meeting transcripts. The ISCI

corpus [104] consists of 75 transcripts of naturally occurring meetings, where human annotators were

asked to write 200-word abstractive and extractive summaries. The AMI Corpus [35] consists of 19

scenario-based meetings in which participants were asked to design a new product. These meetings

have also been transcribed and annotated by human experts, once again in 200-word abstractive

and extractive summaries. Finally, we can cite other types of sources that have been used only

marginally, such as single summarization of books [36, 48], emails [237], banking reports [58], or

Wikipedia articles [2, 3].

For the 137 articles included in this review, Table 1 presents a distribution of the different corpora

used in the evaluation of approaches. The different categories analyzed in these articles are news-

based documents, opinion or blog data, scientific papers, meeting corpora, and others. If systems were

applied on multiple corpora for evaluation, we count one occurrence for each category.

http://boardwatch.internet .com/mag/95/oct/bwm9.html
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Table 1: Distribution of the data sets

Data sets Number of articles

News articles 112
Opinion data and blogs 19
Scientific papers 13
Meeting corpora 9
Others 17

We can see that despite the recommendations previously made by the TAC conferences to increase

the variety of data sets used in order to increase the diversity of systems and possible applications, more

than 70% of evaluations are still performed on news information. News sources are highly formatted,

using a inverse pyramid structure where most important information is presented at the beginning

of the document, and are well written, often focusing on specific events and providing answers to

specific questions: who, what, where, when, why [175]. These authors also note that there is broad

consensus on the reported facts through multiple documents, creating a homogeneous distribution

of terms. The very specific attributes of this type of data might create limitations in the design of

approaches, especially in unsupervised summarization, where the algorithms are very sensitive to the

implicit characteristics of the data. These limitations are reinforced by evaluation measures, as will

be discussed in the following section, but we understand the need to provide a common environment,

especially in the beginning of the discipline, in order to facilitate participants’ understanding of the

expected objectives and the analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of their algorithms through

controlled evaluation procedures.

2.2 Evaluation approaches

While the impact of information novelty and topical is important to understand the major differences in

the functioning of a model, it is essential to compare them on a similar basis to understand the effect of

those purpose mechanisms and how they impact performances. One of the best ways to get feedback on

method designs is by evaluating of outcomes. However numerous measures propose several properties

for analyzing summary content and can differ greatly or even appear inconsistent in their definition

and interpretation. These metrics will therefore also present flaws and biases toward information and,

especially how it is encapsulated [25, 67]. For example, as mentioned before, the influence of datasets,

but also the diversity of acceptable solutions, makes it more difficult to determine what material should

be included in the final summary [163]. Therefore, the objective of this section is not to provide an

exhaustive review of the performance metrics used in summarization literature as several good works

already exist on this topic [54, 67, 230]. It is rather about demonstrating what standards are applied

to the analysis and evaluation of unsupervised methods nowadays. The final objective of introducing

those metrics is to discuss how they are related to topical and novelty relevance, the purpose factors,

and how it influences the perception and the design of summarizers.

2.2.1 Intrinsic evaluation

Among the methods for evaluating intrinsic performance, there is a distinction between two categories

for assessing the quality of a summary [150]. The first concerns its informativeness, where we measure

the fidelity of the output to the original documents, and the second is the quality of the production,

where we judge the coherence and how well the summary can be read.

The target of automatic text summarization is human users, thus it is very natural to compare

such systems to human productions. Thus, in order to evaluate the fidelity of the final summary to

its source, most of the current evaluation methods use reference texts created by people as the gold

standard. Even if there is a major difficulty with this approach, due to the fact that two very different

summaries can be considered as good in terms of their summarization, once the purpose of the task
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is clearly defined and multiple humans are asked to produce a reference, the space of possible output

is greatly reduced [150]. Thus it become acceptable to use these gold standards to judge automatic

systems and compare their performances. The first used evaluation technique was performed manually

by people: Selected experts were asked to judge , on scales of one to five, whether the included text

segments convey the information contained in the source. One famous framework for this type of

evaluation is the Summary Evaluation Environment (SEE) [131] used in the first years of the DUC

conferences [49]. The framework provides an interface to compare a reference document to the peer

summaries and annotate the pertinence of each text segment. However this method suffers from the

variability of human judgments and it is extremely time consuming. With access to these gold standard

documents, informativeness is quite easy to assess through automatic processes. The first automatic

evaluation metric proposed for automatic text summarization is an adaptation the well-known metric

of the information retrieval task: precision, recall, and F-measure [142]. This metric is especially useful

for extractive summarization, where precision represents the proportion of sentences correctly selected

by the system, recall is the proportion of sentences selected by judges and selected by the systems,

and the F-measure is the mean of the previous two. However, this method still suffers greatly from

the variability of the created gold standards. Article [187] demonstrates that humans tend to agree

more when it comes to ranking important segments to include in the summary. Thus, they propose the

Relative Utility score, where we compare the rankings provided by experts to the ones predicted by the

system. While not agreeing deeply on whole sentences to integrate in summaries, human evaluators

still agree on most the important terms to include [165]. The Pyramid method exploits this property by

considering Summary Content Units (SCUs), which are pieces of information that overlap in different

human summaries, as worthy to include in the final output. Then it measures the proportion of

SCUs contained in each system to assess its quality. This metric makes it possible to obtain valuable

information on the analyzed approaches and has been adopted in the DUC and TAC conferences.

But, the annotation of the SCUs still requires a huge amount of manual time and effort. In order to

propose a fully automatic evaluation procedure, Lin (2004) introduces in his article [132] the Recall

Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) score, which is an adaptation of the BLEU

score used in machine translation. This score is an approximation of the recall measure but is based

on the proportion of n-grams overlapping between the gold standard and the automatic summary.

Several variations of this metric exist, including the classic ROUGE-N, which directly measures the

overlap of n-grams, the ROUGE-L, which measures the longest common subsequence, thus taking

into account word order; and the ROUGE-W, which weights the sequences with the number of direct

consecutive words. These metrics have been extremely used in conferences and articles, especially

because the author shows that it correlates well with human judgment. One weakness of ROUGE

is that it only considers strict n-gram matches, thus some authors propose the Basic Elements (BE)

metric [101], which instead considers the proportion of relation triplets (head—modifier—relation)

between references and system outputs. This metric demonstrates greater flexibility in evaluation

because it allows matching equivalent expressions that do not contain the exact same words. Once

again this metric has been extensively used for evaluation in the DUC and TAC conferences. However,

due to the variety of existing potential solutions to form the gold reference, selecting one solution as the

valid summary presents a reference bias [144]. A recent approach thus proposes to overcome this bias by

annotating, via multiple non-expert judges, the relevant content directly in the input document(s) [163].

Once this new labeling is done, we can then use our traditional evaluation methods such as precision,

recall or ROUGE to obtain scores that do not penalize summaries containing information different

from the single reference chosen.

2.2.2 Extrinsic evaluation

The rise in the amount of textual data available obviously creates issues for humans to digest infor-

mation but it also leads trouble for other systems because of the increased amounts of noise and time

needed to compute this quantity of material. Automatic summarization is seen as a way to solve these

issues. Extrinsic evaluation processes aspire to assess the efficiency of these automatic productions.
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These metrics offer different advantages over intrinsic evaluation because the variety of tasks and ob-

jectives that can be used to judge summaries increases the richness of the analyses of such systems,

and because these tasks are related to real industrial applications and to the information needs of end

users [151].

The first criterion to assess the usefulness of a given summary is to observe whether it fulfills

specific user information requirements. One way to determine if the summary can respond to some

information need is to see if the final output provides sufficient material to relate it to the same topic as

the original document. This specific task is defined as relevance assessment [150], where the accuracy

and execution time of an ad hoc system are evaluated with initial documents and a summary. The

first task submitted for this type of evaluation by is the categorization game [100], where the methods

infer a topic category for the original document and the summary, and the evaluation consists in

measuring the correspondence between both classifications. Another task used early on for evaluation

in conferences was question answering, not to be confused with the question game presented below,

because it models concrete activities. The objective is to ask a question as an input of the system and

observe whether the output produced includes elements of the initial documents that are considered

parts of the answer if any. The recent work with APES [65] and the work proposed in [204] pursue this

idea. The authors show that by implementing an external pre-trained question answering system based

on deep learning techniques, they obtain a metric that displays good correlation with the Pyramid

score [165] and human evaluators without necessitating labeled data. Finally, another way to assess

the relevance of the document is through information retrieval tasks, where the purpose is to measure

if recovered summaries are ranked the same way as the original inputs [168] or if the returned results

correspond to the topic defined in the input query made by the user. Another kind of extrinsic task that

can be designed to assess document quality directly relates to the notions of the informativeness and

fidelity of the source documents, as previously discussed. These are reading comprehension tasks [150]

where the goal is to evaluate how much information from the original document is conveyed by the

summary. The first introduced tasks relative to these categories of metrics are the Shannon Game and

the Question Game [100]. The Shannon task aims to impute an information content score to terms

from the document and the summary in terms of how they make it possible to determine the overall

message. Then, if a summary includes most of these terms, it is easy for a human to reconstruct

the original input by reading only the output because the elements are informative. The Question

Game consists of asking multiple-choice questions to users about the document content. Then the

correctness of the answers is measured via different frameworks: if the readers have seen the initial

corpus, if they have only read the summaries, or if they have viewed both. It allows to understand

how well the summary replaces the most important facts conveyed by the input and how suited it

is as an alternative source of information. These tasks essentially measure the extent to which the

information in the original documents has been covered. Some authors have then decided to introduce

metrics to assess this coverage. First authors propose heuristics such as measuring the Jensen-Shannon

divergence directly between the summary and the original documents [144]. However, these results

do not show a good correlation with human productions. Other approaches such as BertScore [242]

or SUPERT [80] have improved these results by measuring the Word Mover’s Distance [119] between

embedding representations of n-grams and by using alignment techniques between the summary and

the original documents (or extracts of them). These new extrinsic measures properly outline the extent

to which there is an overlap of the information contained between the source and the summary, thus

coming closer to the definition of the information coverage relevance measures as first specified in [150].

2.2.3 Comparative analysis of evaluation metrics

As we can see, there are many different methods that compare and analyze the different summarization

techniques proposed in the literature [142, 190] since they have not been applied in the analyzed

articles of this review. The evaluation process is a very difficult task where no consensus has been

found, because each method has its own strengths and weaknesses; thus this multiplicity presents

strong opportunities for the community. However, it is interesting to note that historically there are
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no metrics dedicated to unsupervised automatic summarization even if the trend seems to improve

with the emergence of new extrinsic metrics [67]. Once again, we perform a quantitative analysis of

the different metrics used in the articles covered from this literature. The results of this analysis are

displayed in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Distribution of the evaluation metrics

Metric Number of articles

Human Evaluation 32
Quality and Grammatical Properties 12
Relative Utility 3
Pyramid Score 10
Precision, Recall, and F-score 35
ROUGE 137
Basic Elements 2
Classification Game 4
Question Answering Tasks 2
Information Retrieval Tasks 2
Shannon Game 1
Question Game 0

These results clearly demonstrate that most of the methods employed in the literature for evaluating

systems are intrinsic approaches, and that most of these rely on the production of gold-standard

documents. Even in the intrinsic methods, we can clearly see that two techniques account for most of

the evaluation methods. Another aspect that should be noted is that when the ROUGE score is used for

evaluation, approximately 70% of the time the metric is used alone, and when it is employed with other

metrics, it is mostly used with other automatic intrinsic evaluation methods such as pyramid score or

precision and recall (60% of the time), and is only used 45% of the time with complementary quality

metrics evaluated by human experts. This tendency is even stronger when we analyze its application

through time, since the ROUGE score has increasingly been used in recent studies. Our results also

correlate with the same tendencies observe on the use of only one metrics correlating human evaluators

in recent papers [67, 163, 210]. However, it is essential to note that most of the recent articles followed

the recommendations made in these reviews and provide a complementary analysis by human reviewers

on various dimensions such as salience, consistency, factual coherence, in addition to more traditional

factors on grammatical fluency. This being said, evaluations concerning salience or consistency still

pose issues, since the definition of the latter is rarely provided to understand which notion is being

evaluated. All the more so as it is now well known that assessing the relevance of information is

extremely complex for human evaluators when the latter are not sufficiently constrained [117]. Once

again, we agree that this homogenization has enabled many advances in the early days of automatic

document summarization because it provides a clear basis for the comparison of systems and definite

parameters for analyzing automatic summarization systems. However, it is now widely accepted that

there are two definitions of abstract quality: coverage and informativeness [163]. The perception of

this quality is also directly influenced by the fundamental notions of information relevance, either

topical or novel. We have examined the influence of these notions on the creation of unsupervised

systems. The observation of the current trends on the evaluation of these methods will allow us to

bring a discussion on the long-term impact of these choices can have on the unsupervised approaches

of automatic document summarization.

3 Discussion

Apart from a very recent article [114] that focuses on techniques too, and that confirms the grow-

ing interest in unsupervised approaches for document summarization, notably for their ability to be

complemented by pre-trained large language models and to adapt easily to various datasets, there is

currently no systematic review dedicated to these methods and that aims to improve understanding of
their fundamental disparities. More specifically, studies solely relying on algorithmic methods provide
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an interesting point of view to depict such systems, they often admit the limitations to explain core

differences and to justify why some methods will perform better than others on the same dataset with

standard metrics such as ROUGE [114, 142]. In this work, we introduce a typology that takes its roots

in the first analyses on the different dimensions characterizing a summary [100, 110]. While input and

output factors are visible and their influence is easily observable on the functioning of models, purpose

factors are more difficult to consider, as they create an implicit link between input and summary.

However, the choice of a summary usage and target audience helps us to understand why the same

segment of text may or may not be perceived relevant. This notion is rooted in the very foundations of

information theory and the definitions of topical and novelty relevance, which identifies the informa-

tion to be presented and the contribution of knowledge it will make to the user [123]. By introducing

this new typology, we offer a way to link unsupervised algorithms, datasets, and evaluation measures

to the core definition of relevance and information theory. By highlighting this relationship with the

stages of information representation, scoring, generation, and evaluation in unsupervised summariza-

tion approaches, we then provide a shift from methods to approaches, allowing us to determine and

understand better some fundamental underlying concepts of information biases behind unsupervised

text summarization [112, 180].

Indeed, this confirms our initial intuitions about the link between certain aspects of document

summarization and information theory. More specifically, the contextual purpose factors are elements

that connect the information contained in the input document(s) to that included in the output [110].

It’s only natural, then, to see these factors intimately tied to the very definition and perception of

relevance [180]. Two main characteristics materialize from contextual factors: the usage and the

audience of the summary. When it comes to analyzing the relevance, two concepts emerge: topical

and novelty relevance. Topical relevance marks the relevance related to the subject, linking the degree

of thematic correspondence between the utilization need and the response received in a text. Novelty

relevance identifies the extent to which the semantic content meets the user’s need for information and

complements their previous knowledge. A clear relationship can then be seen between summary’s usage

and topical relevance, where each definition is entwined in the context of application use for a produced

output. The same obvious link can be made between novelty relevance and audience, since both notions

address the class of users targeted by the summary. Moreover, all these concepts can be concretely

connected to the examination and discussion of automatic summarization approaches. Indeed, if we

consider the summarization usage, we can distinguish two distinct dimensions. Indicativity, which aims

to promote content that enables understanding a topic in detail, and informativeness, which seeks to

describe what is being said and the overall content. When we analyze the methods, we observe a first

category that expresses the specific information of a document, spotlighting the characteristic elements

of the input that allow us to appreciate the topic, and which is linked to this indicative dimension.

The second category defines relevant information as central, letting us explore the maximum number

of elements in the text, perfectly representing this notion of informativeness. Finally, one interesting

property of indicative and informative content that we can observe in our classification and linked

to the work in [149]: the fact that informative summaries can act as indicative ones, making the

content of informative summaries a subset of the indicative ones. We can observe this, in a way, in

our approaches because characterizing representativeness still relies on statistical and topic properties,

which are used in our topic selection category. This relation perfectly reproduces the subset relation

between the purpose factors of a summary, and our classification of approaches makes this even more

obvious. In the same way, the audience is described by two conceptions. Specificity seeks to bring the

maximum amount of information on a subject to the user user by filtering out useless information [149],

and genericness tends to provide a complete and generalized view of the source material by covering

as much of its information as possible [149]. Once again, if we observe how methods encapsulate

novel information, we observe the emergence of the first idea of non-redundancy, where we aim at

maximizing the information gain of a specific theme. And we see the notion of topic diversification,

which seeks to maximize the coverage of the different topics addressed in a set of documents. These

notions can subsequently be connected to specificity and genericness respectively. Once again, we also
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note an interesting parallel between purpose factors and our distinction in the definition of novelty.

There is indeed complementary information covered by specific and generic summaries, and both

factors represent a spectrum where they are not incompatible, and systems can apply a combination

of both redundancy and diversity to increase the covered content so long as the length constraints

are respected [38, 102, 111]. Our contribution to the literature then becomes obvious, as we provide

further firm evidence for the link between purpose factors and automatic document summarization

systems. Specifically, we have been able to demonstrate that the three stages of summarization all

enable information to be represented, evaluated and produced in distinct formats to meet given tasks

and users’ needs, creating a concrete bridge to the very definition of the summarization task and the

analysis and comprehension of computer-based methods that tries to address this issue [149].

How can we now interpret these results and contributions to analyze certain phenomena appearing

in the current automatic document summarization literature? We have demonstrated the importance of

considering the definition of usage, task, and users, since they influence how each system will represent

the information. We are therefore able to observe that not all systems are suited to all needs. Since

the analysis of NLP models relies on comparison, it is essential to choose the right approaches for

such a comparison. Otherwise, by not considering this control factor, the analysis becomes easily

open to criticism, since it’s impossible to say whether one model performs better than another, and to

understand the reasons for these differences in performance. We would also like to bring a new point of

focus specific to purpose and unsupervised methods. Naturally, humans produce better summaries after

being trained to identify in relevant source texts such textual features as topic sentences, keywords, and

repeated ideas [97]. It is therefore normal to notice the same phenomenon appearing in the summaries

used by the automatic text summarization community. Specifically, several authors have observed that,

when no instructions are specified, the human summaries, although different, are based on common

properties such as employing term frequency [166], including named entities, topic-specific terms [51],

and the noninclusion of reported facts and figures [86]. Although many different guidance and tasks

have been proposed at various conferences such as DUC, NIST, or TAC, some have never defined these

instructions and others have been intentionally biased. In particular, the purpose, the intention, or the

audience of the summary are never stipulated, which makes tasks always specific since the community

was not satisfied with generic summaries given that they increased the variability of human experts’

productions [174]. So, there is no reason to believe that, regarding these objectives, the human experts

producing those outputs follow their natural tendencies, especially when we know that the most used

data in the literature are news stories that tend to use events and named entities [74]. Of course, one

could argue that these issues are not important if good performance is achieved. However, other issues

also arise in the context of performance measurement. We have assessed the current use of intrinsic

evaluation techniques and especially the ROUGE evaluation method [132], which represents 70% of

evaluation metrics used in the literature and which is still being used as the almost sole measure

in recent works. Other main methods used are the F1-score or the Pyramid method [165]. These

intrinsic metrics suffer from several flaws [67] such as some bias towards lexical similarity and do not

account for fluency and readability [204], or such as the fact that they are easy to fool, and that

one can obtain very good scores without producing a good summary because they rely highly on a

frequency count where greedy methods can perform better than a consensus of human experts [208].

The major issue related to the observations made in this article is that they all use reference summaries

created by human experts, which will inevitably have an impact on the way they operate, with all

the issues we have just raised concerning the way these datasets are created. This phenomenon thus

creates an implicit homogenization of the terms used to constitute the final document and, due to the

nature of these elements, increases the possibility that our text is specific and indicative [108, 109].

The exclusive use of intrinsic performance metrics such as precision and recall or ROUGE, which is

known to correlate very well with human production, thus favors the homogenization of the summary

generated by automatic systems, as has already been observed in [175]. Given this new challenge, we

can legitimately put forward the need to clarify these dimensions of purpose factors and to propose

performance measurement metrics that are independent of the dataset. If we stick to intrinsic measures,
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then it becomes vital to specify the conditions under which the datasets were created, and specifically

to describe in detail how the relevant information was considered, so that the appropriate methods

and evaluations can be used. What’s more, this new practice will not only be useful for unsupervised

methods, but also for supervised approaches that rely even more heavily on data to function. On

the other hand, because unsupervised approaches rely only on the implicit structure of the text and

its underlying properties to identify the important elements to include in a summary, this brings

them closer to the way humans summarize, and therefore closer to all issues coming from human

summarization too. By spelling out all the conditions under which systems are created and evaluated,

we then make them fit to be more suitable when there is no training or sparse data, domain, language,

or field adaptations, or unknown conditions and external factors [194]. For all these situations, if human

experts need to take time to digest all the information to create labels for each different situation, we

are pulling in the opposite direction of the very first meaning of automatic text summarization. These

conditions are encountered especially often in real-world applications and industries where there is a

lot of specialized data with no gold standards available.

4 Limitations and future research

The main limitation of this litterature review stems from the fact that all our theory is drawn from

the observation of the state of the art and the functioning of the models. We have set up the most

exhaustive literature review possible on unsupervised methods. Through this review, we carried out

an empirical examination of existing articles, and found this link between purpose factors and the

behaving of different approaches. However, as we have already mentioned, our typology comes from a

personal assertations and interpretation of the articles. Unfortunately, due to the lack of transparency

in most of the articles on the purpose of the summarization, how the algorithm was built to meet

that purpose, and above all the absence of specifications on the dataset and evaluation metrics, it was

impossible to set up a coherent experimental protocol to validate our observations. Indeed, how can we

implement metrics to evaluate the difference between centrality and selective salience without ourselves

adding bias to these evaluations? This lack of strict evaluation protocol, does not allow us to exactly

measure, for example, if methods based of selectivity and redundancy wiil perform better than the

ones based central and diverse information for a scenario where we seek to provide an indicative and

specific view of an event. Moreover, as most papers compare models that were intended for different

purposes and audience, it is extremely difficult to draw a formal conclusion on the type of methods

to use to best meet certain tasks or user needs. This is why, even if this literature review relays

statements already made by many other researchers, it is essential to clarify that our work contributes

to the community by proposing a fresh point of view on document summarization systems, but in no

way constitutes a new theory. This analysis is all the more limited in the case of pre-trained LLMs,

since the information bias resulting from pre-processing and the complexity of analyzing all the layers

making up these models make interpretation ever more complex.

We therefore naturally propose to continue studying the applicability of information relevance

characteristics within large language models. In future research, our approach would make it possible

to introduce a angle for the vaster goal of AI explainability. More specifically, in this framework we

could examine how to rework the absolute definition of salience for information capture [22], how

information can modify prompt learning and thus the behavior of models [57], and finally how to

complement methods for interpreting and analyzing results obtained in unique conditions [103, 225].

In the more specific context of automatic document summarization, understanding and exploring the

differences in the behavior of pre-trained large languages models would follow the recommendations

made in [114] to improve the potential use of these techniques. Once again, comprehending how to

modify the information encoding to meet different needs is essential to making unsupervised approaches

the most reliable for document summarization.
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Of course, to be able to effectively analyze these notions and how they may be reflected in various

models, we would further wish to continue our work by setting up a precise experimental protocol.

Such a protocol would require that the concepts of intention, purpose and type of text information

be explicitly defined. We therefore hope that future studies will first focus on developing datasets

where reference labels are explicitly controlled. This also demands the creation of new performance

metrics to differentiate between centrality and selectivity, while connecting them to human perception

of indicativity and informativeness. This would allow us to complete our work to establish a real theory

on the link between information and document summarization, but it will further fulfill the needs put

forward in [25] on having alternative ways of understanding summarization approaches.

5 Conclusion

The emergence of the Internet has involved a large-scale digitization of the classic communication

networks, thereby creating a vast amount of available textual data. This quantity has become so

substantial that it is now humanly impossible to handle and digest the information that exists. The

interest in automatic text summarization thus has consequently become increasingly important in

research but also in business communities. It has also established new opportunities and applications

for the new data provided (email, scientific papers, medicine, blogs, reviews, etc.), the recently possible

tasks (update, sentiment based, or personalized summarization), and the recent objectives they try

to fulfill (answering questions, text overview, critics, etc.). Therefore, summarization systems are

better understood and have seen great improvements, especially thanks to technological advances such

as deep learning techniques, which have made such systems more than sentence-extraction systems.

These improvements are noticeable for abstract summarization for both supervised and unsupervised

approaches, which have become more consistent. This literature review then explored the use of

unsupervised methods as a better way to address the task of text summarization. It highlights the

relation between information theory and users’ needs according to characteristics that go beyond

superficial textual features. It first provides a clear framework for understanding how information is

selected in unsupervised models and how building internal representations that allow it to complete

their tasks. It also provides an original perspective for exploring external elements such as evaluation

metrics and connecting them to the human way of perceiving information relevance. With the rise

of quality of textual production by large language models and general models such as ChatGPT, the

potential for various applications become increasingly prominent, especially in text summarization

for the industrial world. Therefore, it becomes eve more relevant to understand how models capture

relevance to propose systems that will answer these new needs.
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